NFinity Software
AUTOMATION SOFTWARE
Versatile Control of Video From Anywhere at Anytime
NVerzion NFinity comes with basic automation software. This software
provides a basic dub station (NFinity Record) and an elementary playlist
(NFinity Play). NFinity has a fully functional VDCP interface, both serial and
network. It can be easily connected to an existing automation system or
expanded upon with NVerzion’s NControl automation suite.

NFinity Play is a simple scheduler that
sequentially plays a series of events from
the server. Specify the media you want
to play, the in-point to play from, and
an optional duration, and then click the
play button. A drop down list
displays all available media.
Status windows provide clock and warning indications. Five keys allow you to
manually trigger effects. Load up to two schedules or implement loop mode.
Cut, copy, and paste edit functionality is available.

NFinity Record is a simple, easy-to-use dub station. Dub media with
frame accuracy from an external source to the NFinity video server.
The software provides a means to jog and shuttle a remote device.
Mark an in-point, specify a duration and media ID, and click the record
button. When the real time transfer is complete, you will have a new
copy of the media on the video server.

NFinity Time is NFinity’s video recording scheduler, designed
to control one NFinity channel set for ‘record’. One instance of
the NFinityTime application can be installed.
NFinityTime allows users to build a list of events set up in a
revolving seven-day schedule, which can be used to sequentially record video content to NFinity in a frame accurate manner.
Easily create, modify, and save recordlists to a Logs folder, and
load saved recordlists for recording. The schedule can be edited
using standard Windows™ editing techniques, as well as a number of editing enhancements. An FCC compliant As Run log is
maintained for reconciliation.

NVerzion’s key goal is to help
broadcasters manage digital
workflow, which allows more
efficient use of media assets
across an organization.
Each system is designed and
integrated with the customer
in mind, so the final system
delivers and provides the capabilities you need, meeting
your expectations in every
way.

